Tumor markers are often very helpful to diagnose, staging, treatment planning and following up of the cancer patients. But still deluge of tumor markers often presents an unethical excess laboratory experience of the patients which is neither helpful nor necessary. So this is the appropriate time to think again about the accuracy of the tests to measure the parameters without error, the precision of the tests to measure the parameter they intend to measure. Our acceptance or rejection of a tumor marker testing must be guided by statistical validity of the test with an appropriate and knowledge based cut-off value determination. Statistical analysis of the tumor marker should be proportional to the empirical judgments of the clinicians. For the clinicians it is a duty to advise not only for all the tests needed for appropriate treatment but also advise only the tests those are direly needed. Otherwise tumor markers which should be an important weapon to fight against cancer will be another burden over the cancer patients. In this article we intended to focus on the technical and statistical side of different tumor marker test most concentrated around the breast cancer tumor markers. But still this review may be concerned relevant and universal for each and every cancer type and tumor markers.
INTRODUCTION
Healthcare providers are increasingly embracing the principles of evidence-based medicine, which essentially is "the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients" 1 . Appropriately formulated clinical guidelines or protocols can facilitate an evidencebased approach to medicine 2 , and numerous guidelines have been developed across a wide range of clinical areas. Available guidelines address issues ranging from the broad (e.g., how to provide medical or surgical services) to the specific (e.g., which diagnostic or screening test to order). Accompanying a comprehensive discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of clinical guidelines, a useful overview of international activity in this area has recently been published 2, 3 . Serum tumor marker (STM) estimation is often used in clinical practice in monitoring response to treatment and as a predictor of treatment failure and relapse. However, there are pitfalls in interpretation, particularly in the immediate post treatment period, when a rise in titre could be observed, the phenomenon being termed as "flare". A literature search was done to examine this phenomenon for some of the commonly used serum tumor markers in malignancies. This phenomenon has been documented with respect to AFP, beta HCG, CEA, AC 15.3, PSA, CA 19.9 and CA 125 with or without other evidence of progression. A practical approach would be to correlate serum tumor marker values with other clinical and radiological parameters, and not to rely exclusively on serum marker values to guide therapy. 7 . Routine measurement of multiple tissue markers was also discussed in the guidelines. The panel recommended routine measurement of estrogen and progesterone receptors (ER and PR, respectively) to identify patients most likely to benefit from endocrine therapy in either the early or metastatic disease settings. In addition, measurement of Her-2/neu overexpression and possibly amplification was recommended for all patients at the time of initial diagnosis or recurrence, as it is predictive of response to trastuzumab (Herceptin®; Genentech, South San Francisco, CA), a monoclonal antibody directed against the Her-2/neu receptor 8 .
When a tumor marker is useful?
When evaluating tumor markers for use in clinical practice, clinicians should consider their utility, the magnitude of their effects, and their reliability. Tumor markers can be useful at multiple stages of cancer diagnosis and treatment (For example, for individuals who do not have cancer, a marker may be helpful in determining the risk for developing the disease and/or it may be beneficial for screening for disease. Once an abnormality is found, a tumor marker may be helpful for distinguishing between benign and malignant processes or between different malignant processes. After confirmation of a cancer diagnosis, tumor markers can help monitor disease status during and after therapy 9, 10 . Tumor markers can also help determine prognosis independent of therapy and predict response to therapy. Prognostic factors reflect the metastatic potential and/or growth rate of the tumor and are used to select patient outcomes without consideration of treatment given 11 . Predictive factors, on the other hand, reflect the sensitivity or resistance of a tumor to a therapeutic agent and therefore are used to predict which patients are likely to respond to a specific treatment 12 . Once a tumor marker use has been identified, it is important to determine the magnitude of the difference in outcomes for that particular use between those who are marker positive and those who are not. By evaluating the difference in outcome, regardless of treatment, between a patient positive for a given prognostic factor and one who is negative for the factor, the relative strength of a prognostic factor can be determined 13 . For example, a breast cancer patient with disease in the lymph nodes at the time of diagnosis is two to three times more likely to have a breast cancer event (local recurrence or distant metastasis) than a patient without lymph node involvement, regardless of treatment. Since lymph node status has classically been used to make clinical decisions, we have arbitrarily designated it as a "strong" prognostic factor, using it as the gold standard to set the criteria for consideration of other, putative markers 14 .
Predictive factors can also be classified as weak, moderate, or strong, depending on their ability to predict response to, and therefore benefit from, a given therapy. One measure to permit comparison of the relative strengths has been designated the "relative predictive value" (RPV), the ratio of the likelihood that a factor-positive patient will respond to treatment to the likelihood that a factor-negative patient will respond to treatment. As with prognostic factors, arbitrary classes of prediction factors were proposed for breast cancer therapies based on what has been accepted by consensus, in this case ER 15 . Adjuvant tamoxifen therapy has been shown to decrease recurrence rates for ER-positive patients by 40%-50%, whereas ER-negative patients obtain minimal, if any, benefit from hormonal therapy 16 . Therefore, the RPV is >8. Similarly, the majority of patients with ER-positive MBC have a clinical response to hormonal therapy, whereas patients with ERnegative disease do not respond. ER status is therefore a strong predictive factor for response to hormonal therapy 17, 18 .
Precision and Accuracy of Tumor markers
Tumor marker is only useful if the estimate of its magnitude is reliable and reproducible. In this regard, many investigators conclude that their marker of interest has clinical utility if in their study the difference in outcomes between marker "positive" and marker "negative" patients is less than conventional measures of statistical significant (p < .05). This conclusion may be mistaken. Statistical significance only suggests that in the population chosen for that study, the differences observed are likely not to be a result of chance alone. It does not imply clinical utility, nor does a p-value <0.05 document the validity of the tumor marker. Although it is important to determine that the differences in outcome achieve statistical significance, statistical significance alone does not determine clinical utility.
In addition to determining when to use a tumor marker and the magnitude of its effect, it is important to ensure that the technical aspects of the marker are reliable and reproducible and that the study design and conduct are appropriate to test the marker for a clinical use of interest. Several problems with tumor marker studies, including technical, analytical, and trial design issues, have limited the introduction of new prognostic and predictive factors into routine clinical practice
Analytical issues important to consider
Determination of assay results can also vary, even for a single type of assay. For example, with visual assays such as IHC for ER and Her-2/neu, intra-and inter observer variability leads to differences in interpretation 19 . Some attempts have been made to standardize interpretation, such as development of the socalled "Allred score" for semiquantitation of ER expression, but these have not been universally adopted. Automated and semiautomated systems appear to be highly accurate and are likely to be more reproducible 20 .
Cut-off point determination
Regardless of the assay, one has to select some value or level that distinguishes positive from negative results. However, there is no consensus regarding correct methods to establish cutoff points, and different studies of the same prognostic or predictive factor can have widely varying "optimal" cutoff points 21 . Cutoff points may be defined using either arbitrary or data-derived methods. One approach is to consider any value greater than two standard deviations above the mean for normal subjects to be positive. Cutoff points can also represent arbitrary values within affected patients; for example, one might decide that 10%, 50%, or 90% of affected patients will be classified as "positive." Others have defined cutoff points based on technical factors, such as the limit of detection of the assay 17 . Deriving cutoff points based on patient outcome data may provide more accurate values. For example, the cutoff point for ER expression was first defined by limits of the assay and later by determining the optimal level that distinguished those patients who respond to hormonal therapy from those who do not. In another example, the cutoff point for the CellSearch™ assay for circulating tumor cells was initially determined based on differences in time to progression of a test set of patients with metastatic disease, and this cutoff was then validated with an independent but similar patient cohort from the same study 22 .
Recently, a novel data-derived method to select cutoff points, designated subpopulation treatment effect pattern plot (STEPP) analysis has been proposed. STEPP analysis evaluates outcomes to specific treatments in sub-populations of patients within randomized clinical trials or meta-analyses 23 . 
Statistical Analysis
Of course, statistical analysis is necessary to determine that the observations are not a result of chance alone. However, once a tumor marker has been identified and validated, it is important to determine the relative value of the marker in the context of previously identified prognostic and/or predictive factors, such as lymph node status and tumor size, using some type of a multivariate analysis. If such an evaluation is not performed, clinicians will be unable to determine the usefulness of incorporating the new marker into routine clinical practice.
Real world clinical example Her-2/neu
The first report of Her-2/neu as a prognostic factor in breast cancer was published in 1987 24 . Since then, more than 200 papers addressing this topic have been published, with widely mixed and disparate results 25 . Different authors have concluded that Her-2/neu is associated with poor outcomes, no difference in outcome, or even favorable outcomes. Indeed, a great deal of this confusion could have been avoided if the investigators would have addressed the components described above: (a) What is the intended use, (b) What is the magnitude of difference between positive and negative for that use, and (c) How reliable is the estimate of the magnitude?
Overall, studies support that Her-2/neu overexpression is a poor prognostic factor, although its magnitude appears weak. Its role as a prognostic factor thus remains unclear.
CONCLUSION
Tumor markers, when well defined, can play a significant role in prediction and prognosis for breast cancer patients. Because of the abundance of poorly designed tumor marker studies to date, however, very few markers have been accepted for routine use by groups such as ASCO. When designing studies to establish a new tumor marker, or new use for an old marker, it is important to address the utility, magnitude, and reliability of the marker. By progressively generating and refining a hypothesis, based on data derived from increasingly well-developed studies, tumor markers with clinical utility can be identified. Implementation of these recommendations when designing tumor marker studies will result in the generation and publication of appropriate and complete clinical data, leading to the adoption of new, well-validated tumor markers for routine clinical use.
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